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Campaign Title: Iconic  
 

Brand: Omo 
 

Company(s) Involved: Unilever 

 
Category: Household 

 

 

 

Summary 

 

East is East and West is West but if the Twain shall never meet how do we land global campaigns 

that can travel on the forward thinking brand- Dirt is Good. On the face of it Mums around the world 

are very different and yet how do we find a common platform to talk to them about how Dirt is good 

in Child development. Project Mamma Mia and Iconic talked to Mums, Grand Mums and Great Grand 

mums and their children using ethnography diads, triads, To Brand users, Competition users, even to 

Experts like Educationists, teachers, and psychologists.  

We heard hundreds of stories...and there among them were the Values, the common values that all 

Mums teach their kids. Stories of Children getting Dirty while learning these key values would make 

every Mum sit up and listen. CMI, Marketing, Ad Agency then had to partner to together to make all 

the stakeholders and country teams sit up and listen! This formed the heart of a set of consistent 

Campaigns for Project Iconic ( Garage band and Soccer) which drove the business to add 1 Billion 

Euro of Growth & drive market share, growing in 95% of its key markets globally by a total of 110 

bps !  
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Marketing Challenge 

 

In a world which thinks Clean is Good, we had a brand that said ‘Dirt is Good’. How do we 

make this brand relevant to millions of people across diverse cultures around the world. In 

the world of Laundry where White is pristine, the more Mums you meet the more one 

notices the big differences that pop up .. Their Culture, their washing habits, the products 

they use, the type of water, the type of clothes and fabrics, the way they bring up their 

children, parenting styles.. the Differences are endless… 

 

In the midst of All these differences, can you really have a global Campaign that can talk 

to all these mums in a similar way? Is it even possible to find some common ground to 

base a Campaign set that would actually travel outside 1 country, let alone 30 across 

Latam, Europe, Asia and Africa? 

 

While the Dirt is Good philosophy had been in place for sometime, it was executed quite 

differently across the world and in Project Iconic, the team set out to find a common 

platform to drive this fantastic brand even further…  

But where do we start? What is the common Human insight and space from which can 

spring a common story.. this is where Project Mama Mia and the subsequent work that 

followed on Project Iconic had its biggest impact. 

 
Methodology 
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Creative Execution 

 

The Big Insight that we found was that … Yes Mums are quite different in terms of Culture, 

products, habits, parenting styles … you name it.. but they also have something in 

common..  

They all want their children to grow up to be good human beings that are happy ,well rounded and thrive 

together with others in society.. and they all teach their children “key Values” that are key to their development 

and indeed are “common” across the world.. These were “sharing and giving”, sociability and relationships, Self 

reliance and responsibility, Determination and above all Love and Gratitude! All cultures, all countries, rich or 

poor, these 5 values were core..  AND most importantly .. Stories about these values demonstrated through 

getting dirty would always connect with Mothers.. Kids getting dirty but learning and demonstrating Values they 

learnt, were the Life Lessons that everyone could relate to.. this become the bedrock for the brands 

communication going forward.. 

Multiple meetings, workshops and sessions with partnership across Research agency, CMI, 

Ad agency and marketing made this happen.. A video that brings to life the findings in a 

fun way at one of the many workshops! https://vimeo.com/116914468 

The creative Campaigns that drove growth in 2013/14  

1) Garage Band—Brazil, Latamhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6UCeGNDua0 

and UK https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2aNGh-9kTuE 

2) Soccer/football—South Africa, South East asia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, srilanka 

and many others https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLH0n3NAm1A 

Bangladesh https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjxxwKkh8ck 

 

 

 
 
 

Business Impact 

 

Dirt is good brand struggled against strong headwinds in the period from 2005 to 2010.. 

Big players and local competition had a lot of success at the expense of our brand.. The 

communication was fragmented across 40 countries even though we had one global Brand 

Idea. 

 

After unlocking our Value based Insight and linking getting dirty to learning and 

demonstrating important Values and Life lessons, the Brand had a common platform to 

communicate—this unlocked growth across markets.. 

 

In the past few years…Dirt is good has actually added €1BnTurnover (CAGR 8.6%,2010-14) reaching ~ €4bn 
turnover 
 
Market Share: Global DIG added +110bps value-share while Ariel declined -50 bps (2010-13). In 2014, DIG is 
gaining share in 13/15 top markets (>95% Turnover). 
 
Building Brand Love: Unilever’s No.1 and World’s No.4 brand with >2Bn consumer reach points above brands 
like Pepsi & Tide. One of Unilever´s strongest Brand Equity (Vietnam and Brazil many times the nearest 
competitor , India Brand equity  is 15 times its  volume share) 
 
This has delivered long term impact and continues to drive Brand Growth for Dirt is Good globally. 
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